MAKE II PROJECT: INFANTRY WEAPON TRAINING SIMULATOR (IWTS): QUESTIONNAIRE AND BRIEF OF PROPOSAL FOR FEASIBILITY STUDY

1. Please refer Brief of Proposal and Questionnaire with respect to IWTS uploaded on DDP website on 26 Aug 2020.

2. Response submission details of the ibid Questionnaire are given as under:-
   (a) Last date for Submission - 25 Sep 2020.
   (b) Project Officer details:

   Col Prashant Pande, YSM
   Colonel Infantry -5, Infantry Directorate
   IHQ of MoD (Army), New Delhi 110011
   Tele: 011 – 23018398
   Email - khanjar@nic.in

3. DDP is requested to upload the content of this letter on their website at the earliest.

   SD/-x-x-x-
   (Vikas Shokeen)
   Lt Col
   GSO-1, Inf-11